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STRANAHAN GOES GOO GOO
The Goo Goo Dolls rocked the Stranahan Theatre in Toledo
on Wednesday night. For the full review of the show, see
The Pulse on PAGE 8.
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Hazing continues
to be a problem

I

(jinsburg said one of the worst
hazing situations happened nine
years ago. New members of a Greek
The University abides by the Ohio organization were wearing diapers
1 la/inn Lew yt'i hazing continues at and had to squat against a wall in a
the University every year.
basement. The new members were
Michael (iinsburg, associate asked questions about the chapter. If
dean of students, said hazing is still they answered incorrectly, food was
an issue because there is a lack of thrown at them.
understanding as to what defines
(iinshurg said a hazing hotline was
hazing. There has been one allega- started three years ago and it's still
tion so far this semester, and an open if anyone wants to call. The
investigation is underway.
number is 419-372-1IAZF-. The caller
"We try to work with a variety of can give his or her name or be anonystudent organizations on what mous. I le said the hotline gets about
constitutes hazing," Ginsburg said. six to It) phone calls a year.
"Hazing happens with non-Greek
Chris Kullins. interim director of
organizations as well."
Fraternity and Sorority life, said it's
If a law is violated, that 'sconsidered important to understand what the
hazing, Ginsburg said.
definition of hazing is and what
If students are caught participat- makes it illegal.
ing in hazing, they are placed under
"It's important to educate people on
University warning. They go through campus and in the community that
alcohol, sexual assault or risk educa- hazing doesn't just happen in Greek
tion. In some cases, chapters have life," Bullins said. "There is hazing
been suspended for a year and stu- at middle and high school, athletic
dents for one to two years. Students programs and other organizations."
can also face expulsion.
Bullins said if people want to
"Hazing is a spectrum," Ginsburg create unity and trust within their
said. "It can go from a meaningless organizations, they should look for
scavenger hunt to forcing alcohol
See HAZING | Page 2
consumption and someone dies."
By Emily Tucker
Reporter
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When Kevin Basch left the Big House
at the University of Michigan, he had
one thing on his mind, and it was not
the football team starting to fall to
the Wolverines.
Basch left the stadium on Sept. 25. after
vomiting in the stands and then again in
a trash can in the stadium.
"I knew walking down the stairs of
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USG senators, a

Firelands Campus
instructor faces charges
An arraignment for Patrick Saunders, a
former part-time instructor at Firelands. is
scheduled for today at 9 a.m. at the Huron
County Municipal Court.

Verbal abuse
Sleep deprivation
Silence periods
Forced alcohol consumption
Scavenger hunts
Streaking

Saunders was arrested early Tuesday
morning and charged with aggravated
menacing and carrying a concealed weapon,
according to the police report Two students

the stadium that this was going to be
something," Basch said. "I looked at
Dan [Caldwelll and said, this isn't going
to be good."
Basch said he vomited at the game
due to a lack of sleep, too much drinking or food he ate while tailgating before
the game.
"Usually when I get up in the morning I'm
SeeU$C|Page2

reported that Saunders showed them a knife
and threatened an administrator on Sept 29
"He's alleged to have brandished a knife
to two people and threatened to cut' [an
administrator]," said Paul Sigswo'th. the
public information officer for the Erie County
Sheriff's Department.

"Campus safety has always been a high
priority at the college" Balzer said "It's all about
the safety of our students, faculty and staff"

Patrick
Saunders
Firelands
Instructor

Prior to these charges. Sigsworth said
Saunders was never cited 'or more than traffic
violations in 2008 and 2006.
Saunders has been banned from both
Firelands and mam campus. Firelands Dean Bill
Balzer said campus safety is one of the most
important concerns.

QUIDDITCH CRAZE SWEEPS CAMPUS
'TOffl
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Economy shows a change
in young adult marriages
By Hop* Y«n

adults who didn't finish college were
more likely to have wed than their
better-educated counterparts, 75
WASHINGTON — Young adults percent to 69 percent.
The median age tit first marriage
wit h college degrees are now more
likely to be married than those for those lacking degrees has now
who are less educated, a reversal risen to 28. drawing even with those
of longtime trends as the strug- who are college-educated. As recentgling economy pushes weddings ly as 1990, the gap had been as much
as three years apart — age 27 for colto all-time lows.
About 62 percent of college-edu- lege-educated, age 24 for those not.
Demographers attributed the
cated :i0-year-olds were married
or had been married, compared shift partly to an economic downwith 60 percent of those without turn that has hit lesser-educated
a bachelor's degree, according to workers harder. As a whole, more
a Pew Research Center analysis of young adults are postponing
census data. That is a significant
See Mirruo* | Page 2
shift from the 1990s, when young
The Associated Press

PICK EMS

•
NATH»N EIEKOXICH ] IHEBGNEWS

SCORE: The Bowling Green Marauders the student Quidditch organization, run drills on the lawn outside University Hall to prepare for their first
tournament this Sunday at Michigan State University.

FORUM

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
What are your plans for fall break?

Predkt the scores for next week

Chocolate milk may be better

Bergeron begins hockey season

Editors go at it again as they predict

A 2009 study shows that chocolate milk provides

On April 12,2010. Chris Bergeron was

next week's results in college football

the same benefits of drinks like Gatorade and

introduced as the new B6 hockey coach.

JOHNBARR
Senior. Biochemistry engineer

and the Falcons' opening games of the

Powerade with less intestinal discomfort after

Tonight, he leads the Falcons in their sea-

'I'm attending the Harry Potter

2010-11 hockey season | Page 3

exercise | Page 4

son-opener against Michigan | Pag* 6

reenactment." | Pag* 4
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BLOTTER

USG
From Page 1

WED.. OCT. 6
waking up and working out, not
waking up and drinking," Basch
said.
Basch is the current president
of the Undergraduate Student
Government and was vice president
of USG during the 2009-10 school
year. Student leaders such as Basch
are usually held to a higher standard on and off campus, said Bryan
Gavins, assistant dean of students in
the Center for Leadership.
Although Basch vomiting in the
stadium was not illegal, past USG
presidents have been noted for
citations on and off campus.
In January 2009 former USG president John Waynick was cited for
underage drinking, but finished his
term for USG president, according
to an article in the BG News on Feb.
20.2009. Former USG president Clint
Gaull was also arrested after stealing and crashing a golf cart in front
of the Student Services Building,
according to an article that ran in
The BO News on Sept. 15,1999.
"As a leader you really are an extension of the campus," Cavins said.
"People would like to think that when
they leave the office they can go and
be themselves, but that sort of disconnect isn't really possible."
Justin Albright, the current USG
chief administrator, was also cited
for obstructing official police business last year, according to an article
in The BG News on Oct. 20, 2009.
Albright attempted to force a door
shut when police tried to enter the
residency he was inside.
"Before that experience 1 thought.
I can do what I want." Albright said.

11:49 A.M.
A brown briefcase was reported stolen
from a vehicle withm the 1000 block of
N. Main St

11:09 P.M.
Anthony Hill of Beachwood. Ohio was
cited for underage under the influence,
petit theft and possession of drug
paraphernalia at Olscamp.
Terronn White, of Bowling Green, was
cited for petty theft at Olscamp

11:55 P.M.
A bag of miscellaneous clothing and
two picture frames were reported stolen from a vehicle within the 200 block
of N Enterprise St

THUR., OCT. 7
2:41 AM
Cody William Berger. 20. of Perrysville.
Ohio was cited fof underage under
the influence within the 100 block of
Manville Ave.
Jeffrey S Totten. 22. of Warren. Ohio
was cited for nuisance party within the
100 block of Manville Ave

I*

ONLINE: Go to bgviews com for the
complete blotter list

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errois. If
'you think an error has been made, call
The BG News at 419-572-6966

"But whatever you arc doing, it is
going to reflect on the University
and student government."
The Internal Affairs committee
of USG usually investigates when
a USG senator or administrator
has been cited, and did so a year
ago when Albright was cited for
obstruction. At the time he was
cited, Albright was the Internal
Affairs chair in USG.
"Justin separated himself from
the committee for deliberations,"
said Joe Edens, current Internal
Affairs chair. "He didn't get any
kind of special treatment."
Members of USG are investigated when someone at the
University, student or faculty,
stibmits a complaint about the
senator or administrator.
Depending on the Internal
Affairs committee's investigation,
USG members can be impeached.
No one in USG has officially been
impeached, but an impeachment
trial was held in the 1970s for former USG President Bill Burris,
Edens said.
Basch said he thinks as USG
president he should be held to a
higher standard than, "throwing
up in a stadium, in public."
"Yeah. 1 slipped up," Basch said.
While Basch was not cited for
vomiting in Michigan's stadium,
the incident has helped him to better understand the expectations
he is held to as a leader.
"No one is going to say that I
did a good job representing the
student body or being a good
face for BG; that's not even a
question," Basch said. "People
hold me to a higher standard.
Based on what happened 1 didn't
live up to that standard."

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

"College used to delay

MARRIAGE

marriage. Now, not

From I

marriage while they struggle to
find work, and those lacking college degrees are seeing sharper
declines in marriage.
The rising number of unmarried
couples choosing to live together
— common particularly for those
who are not college-educated — is
also contributing to the decreases
in marriage.
"The labor market has not been
kind to young, less educated workers," said Richard Fry, a senior
researcher at Pew who wrote the
report. "College used to delay marriage. Now, not completing college
delays marriage."
He noted that much of the reversal of trends was due to steeper
decreases in marriagcamong white
women who were not college-educated — in 1990, 86 percent were
married by age 30. compared with
72 percent in 2008. Women with
college degrees saw a smaller dropoff, from 73 percent to 68 percent.
Among black women and men
overall, those with college degrees
have been just as likely to marry
than their less-educated counterparts for several decades.
Other findings:
—More than 9 in 10 U.S. adults

completing college
delays marriage."
Richard Fry | Senior researcher

marry sometime in their life.
Overall, Americans marry at higher
levels than people in most other
Western countries.
—Adults with less education
are more likely to divorce. About
2.9 percent of adults ages 35-39
without a college degree saw their
first marriage end in divorce in
the prior year, compared with 1.6
percent of those comparably aged
with a college education.
—Married adults are better off
economically. The median adjusted income of married adults in
one-earner households was about
$63,000. That's compared with
$53,000 for unmarried adults in
one-earner households.
The findings are based on 2008
census data, the latest available
for marriage rates broken down by
educational level. Census figures
for 2009 released last month show
marriages continuing to fall to an
all-time low, with just 52 percent of
adults 18 a nd over saying t hey were
joined in wedlock.

"Hazing is like racism," Irving said.
"Everyone wants to stop it, but it's
never going to go anywhere,"
From Page 1
Students can visit the website
appropriate alternatives.
www.bgsu.edu/studenthandbook
Jennifer Irving, a member of a or the Office of the Dean of Students
sorority, said hazing is always going in 301 Union for more information
about hazing.
to be a problem.

HAZING

Pa. teens say they covered up assault on immigrant
ByMkhMlRubinkam
The Associated Press

SCRANTON. PA.—After beating and
kicking an illegal Mexican immi. grant and leaving him-for dead in
the street, a group of white teens in
a small Pennsylvania mining town
knew they had a serious problem on
their hands.
So, witnesses said, they decided on
a cover story to tell the police: They
weren't drinking. They didn't utter
ethnic slurs. And, above all, Brandon
Piekarsky did not kick Luis Ramirez
in the head as he lay unconscious in
the street.
At the federal trial of Piekarsky and
a co-defendant, witnesses described
a plot Thursday that prosecutors say
; 'was designed to minimize the teens'
involvement in the fatal attack in
Shenandoah, a town riven by ethnic
tensions between whites and a burgeoning I lispanic population.
Piekarsky, now 18, and Derrick
Donchak, now 20, are charged with
a federal hate crime in the July 2008
assault by a tight-knit bunch of white
athletes. Prosecutors allege Piekarsky
kicked Ramirez in the head, while
Donchak is accused of plotting with
Shenandoah police to obstruct an
FBI investigation.
"We were going to say that nobody
kicked him, we weren't drinking, and
there were no racial slurs," testified
Ben Lawson, a former football player
who witnessed the attack and then,
he said, lied to police about it.
The fight began late July 12, 2008,

when a half-dozen drunk teens, all
Shenandoah residents who played
football at Shenandoah Valley
High School, were walking home
from a block party and came across
Ramirez, and his 15-year-old girlfriend in a park.
Brian Scully, who has already
pleaded guilty in juvenile court to
aggravated assault, ethnic intimidation and other offenses for his role in
the attack, testified Thursday that he
asked the girl, "Isn't it a little too late
to be out?"
That enraged Ramirez, who began
yelling in Spanish and dialing friends
on his cell phone.
i didn't understand him." Scully
said. "Sol didn't like it."
Scully testified that he shouted ethnic slurs. The verbal sparring turned
into a physical altercation as Ramirez
and Piekarsky — and then Ramirez
and Donchak — traded blows.
As the brawl ended, Scully
testified that he told Ramirez.
"Go home, you Mexican (expletive)!" He said Donchak yelled,
"(Expletive) you, spic!"
He said he was walking away
when Ramirez, jumped on top of
him and started pummcling him.
Another teen, Colin Walsh, who has
pleaded guilty to federal charges in
the case, delivered a knockout blow
that caused Ramirez to hit his head
on the pavement.
Scully said he tried to kick Ramirez
in the head but lost his balance and
struck him in the shoulder instead.
That's when, he said, Piekarsky's foot

last year. Piekarsky was acquitted
of third-degree murder and ethnic
that nobody kicked him, intimidation, while Donchak beat
aggravated assault and ethnic intimiwe wejen't drinking..."' dation charges. Both were convicted
of simple assalilt. The 2009 verdicl
Ben Lawsor | Witness
angered civil rights groups and Gov.
Ed Rendell. who asked for a Justice
connected with Ramirez's head.
Department prosecution.
Ramirez's death exposed simmer"1 le started shaking and everyone
ing ethnic tensions in Shenandoah,
then started miming.'' Scully said.
Resident Eileen Burke called 911 a blue-collar town of 5.000 about 80
when she heard the commotion out- miles northwest of Philadelphia that
side her house. She testified she saw attracted 1 lispanics drawn by jobs in
Ramirez convulsing violently and factories and farm fields.
foaming at the mouth as his assailBoth Scully and lawson said it was
ants ran away. She said Piekarsky commonplace for white students at
shouted at Arielle (iarcia — a white Shenandoah Valley High School to
friend of Ramirez's who had arrived use ethnic slurs against Hispanics,
on the scene—"You tellyciur Mexican admitting they did so themselves.
friends to get the (expletive) out of
"Is it fair to say there were a lot
Shenandoah or you're going to be of white people using racial slurs
(expletive) laying next to him!"
because of the Hispanics moving into
Lawson, who has since joined Shenandoah?" asked Gerard llogan.
the Navy, also testified that a Justice Department prosecutor.
Piekarsky kicked Ramirez in the
"Yes," lawson said.
head. The defense accuses Scully
Under defense questioning,
of being the kicker.
Lawson and others said Thursday
After the fight, the teens got thai neither of the defendants plotted
together and concocted a cover story, beforehand to target a 1 lispanic.
according to testimony. That night
Defense attorneys also pointed
and again the next day, "Brandon out inconsistencies between the
said, 'Don't tell them I kicked,'" teens' testimony at the state trial
Scully said.
and their statements at this week's
The defendants aLso made light of trial in Scranton.
what they had done, joking about
But Scully insisted he eventually
tattooing a random Mexican name told the truth.
— "Lupe" — on their buttocks, said
"1 was scared and it was something
Barry lioyer, another classmate.
1 thought 1 had to do," he said, it was
An all-white jury cleared the like a weight lifted off my shoulders. I
defendants of serious slate charges couldn't hide il any more."

'"We were going to say

Housing Close to Campus
At Reasonable Prices

STOP
rour office J>
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visit us online (*>
(.corn

Efficiencies, One and
Two Bedroom Apartments

Available for Immediate Occupancy
We also have a large selection of
Houses and Apartments with
great locations and reasonably priced
for 2010-2011 school year.

Listings available online at: www.johnnewloverealestate.com
or at the rental office located at:
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The mental stability of the
defendant is questioned
By Angela K. Brown
The Associated Press

FORT WORTH, Texas — A
defense attorney on Thursday
blocked a mental evaluation for
the Army psychiatrist accused in
last year's shooting rampage at
Fort Hood, saying it should not
be conducted before a hearing to
determine whether his client will
stand trial.
lohn Galligan, the lead defense
attorney for Maj. Nidal Hasan,
said Thursday that he gave a
three-member military mental
health panel written objections
about the exam.
The panel must determine
whether Hasan is competent to
stand trial, and also will determine Hasan's mental status the
day of the Nov. 5 shooting that left
13 dead and nearly three dozen
wounded on the Texas Army post.
Galligan said after he gave the
panel his objections, they went
inside the jail to sec Hasan, who
signed a document that said: "I
do not wish to voluntarily participate in this exam under the current condilions and time frame."
The panel signed the document
and left, Galligan said.
Col. Morgan lamb, a Fort Flood
brigade commander appointed
to oversee judicial matters in
1 lasan's case, on Monday ordered
thai l he evaluation be done before
next week's Article 32 hearing.
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CAMPUS
Hogwarts casts a spell on campus
University Quidditch team, the Bowling Green Marauders, makes some magic of their own

PHOTOS BY | NATHAN ELEKONICH
TOP RIGHT: One of the Bowling Green Marauders prepares to pass the quaffle to one of her teammates
BOTTOM RIGHT: Alexis Moody, president ol the Bowling Green Marauders, leads her team m a drill
BOTTOM LEFT: A Bowling Green Marauder waits with his broomstid to join his teammates on the pitch

free fountain beverage with purchase of any entree
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Outtakes
FREE

small fountain beverage with any
purchase - valid only at Outtakes
at Kreischer

Registration
Start D ateA
Oct 18

Graduate students
& Non-Degree Graduate Students

Oct19

Seniors

Oct 21
Oct 25

Juniors
Sophomores

Oct 27

Freshmen

Oct 29

Guest Students

■ »
Call the Registration Hotline
419.372.4444 from Bam to 5pm Monday - Friday
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(locations McDonald Dining & Kreischer Sundial)

side with purchase of 12 inch sub and
medium fountain beverage.
Sldai Include - Signature Slaw, Plata Salad. Kadtkln
Potato Salad or Chlppari

Goto: mybqAU.edu
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student center
enroll
add

You can access everything that you need
including tutorials, via the"Student
Center" at tht MyBGSU portal
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"I knew walking down the stairs of the stadium that this was going to be something."
- USG President Kevin Basch on vomiting at the University of Michigan football game [see story, pg. 1].
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET

What are your plans for Fall Break?

"Working and

"Going home for

going to a hockey

my dad's birthday"

"Playing soccer*

i*

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Have your own take on

game"

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion tot
JOHN WALKER.
Senior.
Education

IAN SMITH
Senwr.
Education

MIKEWIEST,
Freshman,
Undecided

Las Vegas delivers exactly what visitors expect

"Whack. Whack. Whack."
That's the sound of temptation as it follows you down
the Vegas Strip, littered with
business cards advertising
a variety of services in the
flesh industry.
Men and women, mostly
minorities, line the street wearing T-shirts that offer tourists
"Girls! Direct to your room,"
and in public, few accept. But
don't be fooled. Vegas is an
equal opportunity exploiter. I
came across an average-looking gentleman for the low.
low price of 32 dollars— for
the whole night! Call me old
fashioned, but 1 didn't take the
man-whore up on his pimp's
proposal. I mean really; that's
the same amount as one of t he
nicer buffets.
Yes, I am writing from Las
Vegas while staying at the
Planet Hollywood hotel, which
is hosting this year's Society
of Professional Journalists
national conference. And so
far I've resisted the temptation to stumble through the
lobby declaring myself a doctor of journalism. Don't get me

wrong — I'm networking like
Mark Zuckerberg while shaking the glitter off my clothes
like Katy Perry. So this week,
I thought I'd take this totally
random opportunity to let
readers view the sights of the
city of vice through my always
critical eyes.
What's this feminist columnists first impression? i-'or
starters, everything is overpriced. Nothing here occurs in
moderation. Nevada has more
senior citizens than Florida.
Gambling is for suckers. And
this lias got to be the highest
concentration of sex work in
the country.
Inside Planet Hollywood's
casino, you'll find "The
Pleasure Pit" where the strippers crawl atop the bar as soon
as the sun goes down. But the
cocktail waitresses and game
hostesses are so scantily clad,
they give the dancers a run
for their money. If you follow
the flashing lights to the mall
(conveniently) attached to the
hotel, there are a plethora of
restaurants that serve alcoholic beverages by the yard.
Yes, the yard. And the obvious
favorite, demanding the attention of passer-bys with a 60
foot stripper in 30-foot go-go
boots, is cleverly named "The
Stripper Bar." Go figure.
The Planet is also home

to Girl-Next-Door Holly
Madison's Peep Show. It's
"ultra-hot" and "all the rage,"
claiming that it "modernizes
the classic Vegas topless show."
But 1 wanted to see classic
Vegas, un-modernized, so I
went to Bally's premier hotel
and casino.
While their main attraction,
"Jubilee," presents a variety of
performers adorned with an
abundance of rhinestones, the
showgirls definitely steal the
revue. Like something out of
a Bob Mackie hallucination,
these women could be confused for human peacocks.
And with more on their heads
than their hineys, it's no wonder why. Several of the numbers are topless, but if you get
past the boobies, you might
realize these are some tndy
talented dancers. I wondered
how many headed west after
being inspired by Elizabeth
Berkleys notorious portrayal
of Nomi— the showgirl with a
heart of gold. And then I wondered something else.
Years ago. 1 learned that Las
Vegas shouldn't even exist.
And if it wasn't for the 1 loover
Dam, it wouldn't. Was anyone
else aware? This oasis in the
desert is literally a mirage. But
no one*- lalkjng-about, water
shortages or resourcewars
while musical fountains dance

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at thenews®bgnews.com.

14 servings per container,
this works out to $2.50 per
serving. This additional cost
could easily add up to the
price of a gym membership
if used consistently.
Luckily, there is a cheaper alternative. In her 2009
study in Applied Physiology,
Nutrition & Metabolism, Dr.
Kelly Pritchett and her colleagues found that chocolate
milk provided the same postexercise benefits as similar
endurance recovery drinks.
Not only did chocolate milk
have no difference in benefits
from similar recovery drinks,
but all of the participants
preferred the chocolate milk.
It was found to have a better
taste and consistency, as well
as cause less intestinal discomfort, than recovery drinks.

feedback at bgviews.com.

Adventure continues
in the wild West

in a neon paradise. Distraction
ensures that reality is out of
sight and nut of mind.
Vegas will infiltrate your
pores and overload your
senses with more than secondhand smoke — because
it's supposed to. Escorts fill
magazines that fill boxes that
fulfill our expectations. We
are promised debauchery and
shenanigans. The precedent
has been set and visitors would
be disappointed if their experience did not include at least
four of the seven vices humanity usually tries to avoid
A wise man once said, "I eat
too much. I drink too much.
I want too much. Too much."
One can't be sure, but Dave
Matthews might have been
talking about las Vegas and
its inability to appease an artificial appetite that fuels capitalist over-consumption. Had
1 said I was going to the desert
to pay three times the market
value for goods and services
that would sound crazy. But
when I say "I'm goingto Vegas,"
the reaction is encouraging,
if not envious. See how hype
can make something less than
ordinary strangely extraordinary? Well, that's Vegas, baby.

Michel. Wyjocki
Columnist

Even when I saw the chains
I didn't fret; after six weeks I
have become fearless.
Wednesday was spent in
the field doing lord knows
what, but the memorable
part about this Wednesday
came after dinner. Festivities
began at 7 p.m.; everyone
was required to make a mask
or dress in Hawaiian attire.
Options were endless, and
creativity was a must. The
masks were a hit, and even
some of the instructors
joined in.
I was a butterfly that ended
up looking like a walrus
— either way it was funny.
Others used paint and markers on their faces or made
some kind of face covering
We played a communal game
of Catch Phraseand a rousing
game of White Elephant. We
laughed, and we cried from
laughing; it was a great bonding experience. There was
even cake. Our party finally
came to an end and another
day greeted us.
LjQUSOay LIB IsiaaMta
day ^n the Ahste(ir|g MM)
We visited Sunset Crater
and the Wupatki Village
where we saw ancient
pueblos, the homes of
native American tribes.
Friday was another exciting day. We set out early that
morning to hike down into
the Grand Canyon. Mapping
different rock formations for
our project on the way down,
the three miles seemed like a
piece of cake. It was overcast,
so the sun wasn't an issue.
Now, going back up was a
totally different story.
The bad thing about hiking
down first is you have to do all
the hard work on the way up.
At least when you hike up first
you can enjoy the way down. I
felt like the Big Bad Wolf huffing and puffing t he whole way
up. When I reached the top I
collapsed immediately. The
fact that I had mail back at
camp was the only thing that
kept me moving. I indulged
in my mom's cookies once
again and easily went to sleep
that night.
Saturday was mostly spent
driving, and on our way to
Zion National Park we went.
lust like that I found
myself hiking once again
with only a day of rest from
the Grand Canyon. We
were up early again to hike

Respond to Kate at
tlienews@bgnews.com

Chocolate milk may be a better choice than
popular athletic drinks for workout recovery
bic endurance exercise, such
as jogging or cycling.
New drinks like Pacific
Health Labs' Endurox R4
include protein in their recovery drinks. According to
Pacific Health labs' website,
There are many sports this inclusion of protein will
drinks on the market that improve the speed of recovclaim to help exercisers ery over carbohydrate-only
recover from their aerobic sport drinks and increase
workouts faster. Many of endurance in aerobic activithese also claim that they ties. This would mean that not
will improve performance.
only would exercisers be able
Some of the most popular to be active for kinger periods
recovery drinks are Gatorade of time at the same intensity,
and Powerade, which contain but they would also be able to
plenty of carbohydrates and exercise more frequently withsodium, but no protein.
out feeling fatigued.
Recent studies have indiWhile these benefits are
cated that in addition to car- wonderful, they are difficult
bohydrates, a small amount of for a college student to afford.
protein has multiple benefits A 2 lb container of Endurox
for those participating in aero- R4 cost about $35. With only

a question' Give us yout

This study only helps build
the case for using chocolate
milk as a post-exercise drink
rather than expensive supplements. Rather than spend
$2.50 on a scoop of powder,
you can go to your choice of
grocery store and spend $2.50
on an entire gallon of chocolate milk.
While Endurox R4 and similar drinks may offer the same
benefits, chocolate milk will
keep your bank account from
crying. If you are lactose intolerant, stick to sports drinks
for your post-exercise recovery.
Otherwise, give chocolate milk
a chance and see if it helps in
your workout.

Respond to Anthony at
thenews@bgnews.com

Visit us online at
ww^w. bcjyriews conn

Angel's Landing and the
Virgin River in Zion. Angel's
1 .incline, was two miles of
continuous uphill hiking.
Once you reached the
saddle, the end of the two
mile trail, you had a decision
to make. Option one: turn
around and go back down,
or option two: continue up
the mountain on only a four
foot walkway with a 1,200foot drop exposed on one
side and a chain to hold
on to on the other side. Of
course 1 continued.
As I kept going I realized
the chains were more for
peace of mind than for use.
The chains were more fun
than I expected, and I scaled
the half mile in no time. Once
I got to the top 1 knew moving
forward was the right choice.
The view was incredible and
well worth every step it took
to get there.
We started descending
shortly after because we still
had more to see. We proceeded to the Virgin River
where we actually got to hike
right in the river. The canyon
narrowed and the view just
-keptgettifig better. As the djay
went,op exhaustion set in, I
had been hiking for 10 hours
by the time we got back to
camp. Needless to say, 1 slept
like a baby.
As if things couldn't get any
more demanding, Monday
we took our third exam.
Boards of questions were
lined up in front of me as I sat
at a picnic table for two hours
as the rain pelted the awning
above me, trying to come up
with something intelligent to
say. After 1 finished the test, I
was glad it was behind me.
Tuesday the rain continued. Let this be a reminder
that we are in the desert and
it has been raining nonstop
for the second day in a row;
it's just the kind of luck I have.
Our day was cut short due to
the constant rain and we just
headed to our next camp site:
Moab,Utah.
Unexpectedly we got the
day off Wednesday, again
due to the rain. I spent the
day catching up on sleep
and doing laundry. Also a
group of us enjoyed a nice
dinner at a Mexican restaurant. Anything was better
than school work, even if it
was raining.

Respond to Michele at
thenews@bgnews.com

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
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Politically active citizens need to act with their brains over their guts
demerits of fluoride in the
human diet. The "intellectual"
heirs to the )ohn Birch Society
(which technically still exists)
are the Tea Parties, and they
are redefining the American
political landscape whether
For the past several months, we like it or not
the number of people who
Like many Americans, they
believe the country is "headed view America as a country
in the wrong direction" has with its best days behind it;
hovered around 60 percent.
that it is slowly sliding into
In conjunction with this obscurity on a slope that gets
phenomenon is one of the steeper every year. In their
largest conservative back- own mind, they are saving
lashes since the abolition of America by dismantling the
slavery. Previously, groups laws and institutions that
like the John Birch society separate us from countries
were regarded by most people like Saudi Arabia and givas a bunch of fringe lunatics ing America a competitive
who were short on brains and edge by tunneling ever more
long on paranoia. Back then money and power into the
their silly ideas were regarded hands of the economic "movas a source of amusement ers and shakers" like Ken Lay
and satire like in the movie or John Kasich.
These are their stated goals,
"Dr.Strangelove" (fluoridation
but beneath the surface they
is sterilization!).
Times change, though; are really just the political
nowadays, it isn't too hard to manifestation of much deeper
imagine Colonel Slaughter as sentiments. They recognize
an actual colonel who is given that the America of Beaver
equal time next to a veteran Cleaver and Marsha Brady is
biologist during a CNN spe- about to become part of our
cial debate on the merits and long forgotten history, and

the white, Christian and conservative nation that gives so
much meaning to their lives is
critically jeopardized.
I would argue that such an
America never existed in the
first place and if it did, it's long
dead. But this article is not
about what the "real" America
looks like; it is about what
happens when a movement
that refuses to differentiate
between rhetoric and reality
sel-.es power and champions
ignorance as a virtue.
A lone bearded man standing outside a Chuck E. Cheese
warning its patrons of Chuck
E's homo-erotic plans for our
children is a lunatic. Ten thousand bearded men standing
outside of Chuck E. Cheese
decrying the sexual machinations of a robotic mouse
is a movement, and you can
count on CNN to be there to
legitimize what used to be the
neurosis of a single man.
Lunatic is a political category, and who winds up in
it is one of the central battles
of the electoral arena. While
the same standard can be
applied to the Civil Rights

movement, or any other popular uprising, the point is that
politics is the marketplace of
ideas, not the scale by which
they are judged.
This is why contemporary
conservatism hates "pointy
headed intellectuals" and
overly cerebral "elites." When
your standard of truth is how
passionately you feel about
a given topic being asked to
defend yourself on an intellectual level can be disconcerting.
Tea Party chapters give themselves names like "Ignorant
Hillbilly Patriots" (a group
that was indispensable in the
nomination of Rand Paul) not
out of irony, but defiance.
My quarrel with the ideas
of classical conservatives
like Edmund Burke or David
Hume is an intellectual one.
To be honest, there is quite a
lot of insight between these
two men and a lot can be
learned from them. In some
circles, these men are still
called conservative, but by and
large the word conservative
has come to mean something
else entirely. To me, chanting
"Barack Obama is a Muslim"

outside the post office isn't
conservatism, it's idiocy.
There is a grain of legitimacy to the list of the Tea Parly's
demands though. Volumes
have been written on government ineptitude and inefficiency, and il is likely that
volumes are to be written
still. But Ihe central question that fails to be asked is.
"Is someone benefiting from
the failures of our democratic will?" The answer is a
resounding yes.
When Barry Goldwater
wrote, "I have little interest
in streamlining government
or in making it more efficient,
for I mean to reduce its size.
1 do not undertake to promote welfare, for I propose
to extend freedom. My aim is
not to pass laws, but to repeal
them. It is not to inaugurate
new programs, but to cancel
old ones..."
He set the tone for conservative politics of the next four
decades. Their goal is not to
create a government that is
capable of responding to the
economic and social realities
of the new millennium, but

a government that is forced
to surrender its functions to
the hands of private financiers.
His WHS a conservatism that
did not mean to conserve ...
but destroy.
This phenomenon is made
evident in the rise of expensive
and inept mercenary companies like Blackwater, or fire
departments that will literally
stand outside your home and
watch it burn to the ground
because you didn't pay your
$75 fee, like what happened
In OMon (tounty In Tennessee
last week.
Ihe logical conclusions of
intentionally toothless regulators (the BP oil spill) and a
refusal to pay for your own
government (the Bush tax
cuts) are all around us, but
there just aren't enough
pointy headed intellectuals available to force us to
acknowledge them. They're
easy to see if you arc thinking
with your brain, but if you're
thinking with your gut, it's
just the opposite.
Respond to Mike at
theiten's<ft>bgrtews.com
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Building behind the bench
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Chris Bergeron set to begin new era of Falcon hockey
By Saan Shapiro
Senior Reporter

Chris Bergeron coached his last
game as an assistant coach for
Miami April 8.
Flaying in their second Frozen
Four in two seasons, the Redl lawks
— then the No. 1-ranked team in
the country — were clobbered by
eventual champion Boston College
7-1, ending any chance for redemption after coming within seconds of
clinching the title in 2009.
While April 8 was the final
chapter on the 2009-10 Miami

hockey season, later that evening
it launched a new era of Bowling
Green hockey history.
Meeting in a hotel in Detroit,
Bergeron and his wife, I,mi- sat
down with University athletic
director Greg Christopher late into
the night finalizing a contract that
would make Bergeron the seventh
head coach in Falcon history.
"I honestly don't think I'd ever had
a night where I didn't sleep before,
and that was just a night I didn't
sleep," Bergeron said. "Greg called
again the next morning to make

BG football looks to get
back on track at Ohio
offense, struggling to find a
more balanced defense and
oh yeah, playing without
The Falcons are no strang- their starting quarterback
ers to the challenge that's in MattSchilz.
Schilz has not played
store for them.
They're 1-4 and 0-1 since he injured his shoulin the Mid-American der against Marshall
Conference for the second three weeks ago and
consecutive season.
since then, the passing
Last year BG rose to game has suffered.
the challenge and finIn two games as the
ished the regular season starting
quarterback.
by winning six of its last Aaron Pankratz has comseven games.
pleted just 45 percent of
This year, the challenge his passes and thrown
remains the same.
four interceptions.
The scenario, however, is
If Schilz is ready to go
much different.
See FOOTBALL | Page 10
Unlike last season, the
Falcons are struggling on
By Paul Barney
Sports Editor

FACEB00K

sure everything was fine."
Everything was, and on Monday,
April 12, Chris Bergeron held his
first press conference as coach of
the Falcon hockey program.
Building Miami, Part I
For most junior hockey players in Ontario in the late 1980s
and early 1990s, the only option
to have any future in hockey was
to advance through the Ontario
I Iockey League.
However, for Bergeron, playing at
the Junior B level didn't pose much

of an option to move on to the OI1L,
and when Miami assistant coach
Mike Norton showed up to watch a
game in southern Ontario another
door opened.
"I'm glad 1 didn't have to choose
between the OI11. and college.
College was great, and 1 wasn't
good enough to play in the National
Hockey League, and this gave me a
backup plan ... it was a goal once
1 got to junior B to get a Division 1
scholarship," Bergeron said.
Bergeron first visited the campus in Oxford in November 1988

Falcons begin season
tonight against Michigan
By Ryan Satkowiak
Assistant Sports Editor

David
Solway
Senior will serve

The regular season offias team captain
cially begins tonight
this season
as the BG hockey team
takes on the No. 4 ranked
Michigan Wolverines.
For BG coach Chris
Regardless of the out- Bergeron, he will be
come of the games this seeking the first win
weekend, it will be a of his head coaching
historic weekend at the career tonight.
BGSU Ice Arena.
On the other bench.
For starters, it will Michigan coach Red
be the first Central Berenson will be seekCollegiate
Hockey ing the 700th win of
Association game at the his coaching career. He
newly renovated arena.
would be the sixth coach
In terms of the game, a
See PREVIEW | Page 7
win for either coach this
weekend would be historic.

TWITTER

and signed a national letter of
intent in early 1989. Following
the 1988-89 season, then-Miami
head coach Bill Davidge stepped
down, leaving way for Michigan
State assistant George Gwozdecky
to take over the program.
Any quest ion of whether Bergeron
was part of Gwozdeck/s plans for
Miami were answered that spring
when he received a call from the
new coach.
In his freshman season Miami
See BERGERON | Page 7

Women's soccer hits
the road this weekend
By BackyTanar
Senior Reporter

Central Michigan, were due
to his team being "mentally
off," and not believing they
Believe.
could win.
The word is plastered above
"We need to bounce back
the lockers of the BG women's from a two-loss weekend by
soccer players.
going back to work," he said.
Going into their third week "They can't start believing in
of conference play, believing how good 111 think they are,
in themselves is exactly what they need to see it for themtheir coach Andy Richards selves. Once they do, they will
wants them to do to win.
believe in themselves."
The Falcons, who are 2-2
Co-captain Alicia Almond
in the MAC, will meet Toledo said the "believe" signs in the
and Ball State this weekend in locker room were just another
pursuit of making the confer- way to get the team in the
ence tournament at the end right mindset.
of the month.
"We need to believe that we
Richards said the result of
See SOCCER | Page 10
the past two games, losses to
both Eastern Michigan and

RUGBY

VOLLEYBALL

Become a Facebook fan
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Falcons to play Indiana

BG hosts two MAC opponents
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The BG volleyball team will host a pair of
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Mid-Amef ican Conference teams this week-

your account and search "BG News
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Big Ten foe and 4th-ranked Indiana BG is

end as both Ohio and Kent State invade
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THE BG NEWS PICKS OF THE WEEK
Some close matchups are
at stake this week, and in
honor of Chris Bergeron's
season-opening weekend
as coach of the BG hockey
team. The BG News is picking the teams two-game
series against Michigan,
which begins tonight.

BG

vs. Ohio
Ohio -9.5

No.17MSU
vs. No. 18 UM
Michigan -4.5

No.12LSU
vs. No. 14 Florida

THEBGNEWS SUDOKU

6

No.23FSU

7
PAUL BARNEY

RYAN SATKOWIAK

SEAN SHAPIRO

Sports Editor

Assistant Sports Editor

Web Editor

The Falcon defense will force
turnovers like they have been all
season, but they give up way too
many yards They need a balance
Ohio 33, BG 27

lhatetobagonttiegj|ibutasbogas
Aaron ftrJraBstarrs I can't m grod
rathpckBGtowin

BECKY TENER
Managing Editor

Las: year BG was 1-4 and won
m dramatic fashion over Kent on
the road. I sense a similar ending
this time.
BG 34. Ohio 33

I love you Falcons! And I will contime to pick you but let's talk about
your inability to a) throw the ball b)
run the ball and c) make a field goal
BG 16. Ohio 10

The one thing Michigan has that The Michigan Denard Robinsons wil
Michigan State doesn t - Denard win as long as the afore mentioned
Robinson
Robinson is healthy

Both of these defenses sunk, so Tm
gong with the one player who can
put the ball in the endzone at a very
fast pace
Michigan 35. Michigan State 28 Michigan 45. Michigan State 38 Michigan 75. Michigan State 68

I'm still mad about my trip to the
Big House So. I hope Michigan
State kills them! Michigan ■
losing
Michigan State 14. Michigan 3

This game wi be close, but I have to Florida looked terrible last week, but This was my coin toss game of
go with the home team in this one. LSU wasn't much better.
the week, heads picked LSU

I really miss Tim Tebow. LSU was
a mess against TN so I hope the
Gators can get a win

Florida 24, LSU 21

Florida 22. LSU 10

Ohio 31. BG 17

Florida 17, LSU 14

LSU 17. Florida 14

Jacory Harris is not as good as
Good to see that both teams in the
people may think, but he gets the great roaky are good this year,
job done this week

Miami -6
Miami 28. Florida State 17

BG
vs. UM (Friday)

BG

Miami 27, Florida State 21

Jacory Harris is the most inconsistent guarterback alive, however, this game hes on the right
side of the scoreboard
Miami 24. Florida State 20

The Seminoles are always a
wild card to me. But I never pick
Miami so I have no other choice.

The VWiermes complete the sweep

As I said, even a weekend split
will be a victory for the Falcons.
Red Berenson gets his 700th
win for the Wolverines
Michigan 4. BG 1

Shapiro is having us pick these
games because he's trying to catch
up You never wilf Michigan * losing

Michigan 3, BG 2

Saturday game attendance was always
teirble last year, and wth ths weekend
berg fal break I dcubt that changes
here Prove me wrong BG fans
Michigan 5. BG 2

25-5

22-8

15-15

20-10

From Page 6

posteda 12-24-4 record—aone game improvement from Davidge's last season. Playing in all
but four games, Bergeron recorded 11 points.
The next season Bergeron's point total
increased, but as a team Miami struggled,
only winning five games and finishing
in last place in the Central Collegiate
Hockey Association.
"After that season was done Chris and
Enrico IBlasi] were part of a group of guys that
came to me and said, ,JtikU 4w m rwrnl In
do? We never want to go through this again,"
Gwozdeckysaid.
Because of the leadership he showed in
the spring following his sophomore season,
Bergeron was selected as a captain for his
junior season.
"I remember the coaches came to me and
said, 'This is something we take very serious, and we're going to make you a captain
as a junior and take this program to the next
level,'" Bergeron said.
Under Bergeron's captaincy, Miami jumped
up to fifth in the CCHA standings, upset
fourth-seeded Western Michigan in the first
round of the playoffs, and advanced to the
semifinals at Joe Louis Arena in Detroit.
While they lost to top-seeded Michigan
in the semifinals, the experience of reaching the conference's final four proved to
be a launching point for Bergeron into the
1992-93 season.
In his junior season, Bergeron posted a then
career-high 36 points; however it proved to
be just a sampling of what he was capable of
entering his second season as captain.
"1 was able to learn from the junior year
to the senior year that I have to take care of
myself first, then I can set that exampleand be
the bridge between the team and the coaching staff," Bergeron said.
The example Bergeron set included a teamhigh 61 points and 40 assists, and he was recognized as the CCHA's best defensive forward
at the end of the season.
It also helped lead Miami to their first-ever
CCHA regular season title, posting a 27-9-5
record while compiling more wins in one season than they had in Bergeron's freshman and
sophomore seasons combined.
"It was pretty neat to win the league that
year, especially to go from a couple years age
we were the laughingstock to a point where we
lost just three league games," Bergeron said.
Following his senior season at Miami,
Bergeron signed with the American Hockey
League's Adirondack Red Wings, a move that
started a phase of his life that saw him play for
nine teams over the next seven seasons.
After bouncing around from different minor
league franchises in seven years, Bergeron
seemed to have finally found a home with the
Port I luron Border Cats, in Port I Iuron, MI.

PREVIEW
From Page 6

in NCAA history to reach
that mark.
"I think every weekend
for me will be exciting, as
far as a new challenge goes,"
Bergeron said. "I'm looking

Port Huron's location presented an opportunity for him to play hockey while living in
Canada and starting a family with his wife.
"It certainly has been interesting, for minor
pro we were apart almost the whole time. He
did his thing while I did mine. The last two
years we were together and it was nice to get
some stability," lanis said.
That stability lasted two seasons, as
Bergeron was second on the Border Cats in
points his first season but then suffered a torn
ACL in his knee his second season.
While he was nursing his torn ACL back to
health and serving as a player coach for the
Border Cats, an old friend came calling.
Building Miami. Part II

When Enrico Blasi, Bergeron's former teammate at Miami, took over as the fifth coach in
program history, it was an easy decision to
give his old friend a call and offer him a position as an assistant coach for the RedHawks.
"For the type of person we needed and
the experience he had, it was a no-brainer,"
Blasi said.
Bergeron had ample time to consider
what making a move to college coaching
would mean.
A lifetime minor leaguer whose wife had
a child on the way, Bergeron knew it was
a move that could provide stability, but it
would require an adjustment after so many
years of being on the road and jumping from
city to city.
Adding to his conundrum, Bergeron
also received a call from his former coach
Gwozdecky, asking if he was interested in the
new assistant coaching vacancy at Denver.
Ultimately, it came to a decision between
joining an established staff and current
hockey powerhouse at Denver, or joining his
good friend with the chance to return to his
alma matter.
"I had all this time to plan the next journey
in our life. I felt if I didn't take this opportunity
it might not come around again," Bergeron
said. "1 really felt like going back to a place I
considered home and to do something with a
friend of mine, it was a great challenge."
While hockey was a key factor in his decision, Bergeron's decision was also based
around his growing family. Oxford's location
presented an opportunity to take his first
coaching job while not being too far from his
family in Ontario.
Upon taking the job, Bergeron's next task
was helping Blasi turn around a program that
hadn't won a CCHA championship since his
senior season.
"We had a definite goal to be a national
power," Blasi said. "We needed to put the right
people in the right place."
It took some time to finally reach that
goal — Miami didn't post back-to-back
winning seasons until Blasi's sixth season — but in the 2005-06 season, the
team finally took the jump from CCHA

forward to putting where we
are against where Michigan
is come Friday night."
The Falcons will look to
improve on last season's
CCHA-worst numbers in
goals (2.07/game), goalsagainst (3.64) and power
play percent (13.2 percent),
and their second-to-last
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Chris Bergeron seems to be the
Tm sorry. I thought we were pichng
guy to turn this program around. footbalhere!
a weekend spkt with powerhouse
Michigan can send a message.
BG 2, Michigan 1
BG 3. Michigan 2

BERGERON

3

Florida State 34, Miami 29

Chris Bergeron will certainly turn BG wins at least one of two this
the BG hockey program around, weekend I'll say Friday as they
but it won't happen this weekend, feed off the crowd energy to
notch win No. 1 for Bergeron.
Michigan 4. BG 2
BG 4. Michigan 3

vsUM (Saturday)
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.

PRIZESUDOKUM

BG 3. Michigan 2

"I go back to my freshman year at Miami. We traveled to
Bowling Green, and it's the Friday night game; and we're out
skating and every person in the stands has a paper yelling,
'Who's he, nobody!' during the pregame warm-ups. And I'm
thinking, man-oh-man this place is pretty cool."
Chris Bergeron | BG hockey coach

contender to national contender.
Posting a 26-9-4 record, Miami snagged
the regular season championship for the first
time thai season and.hasn't missed the NCAA
tournament since.
Three years after the second conference title in program history, Miami was
in their first Frozen Four and reached
the national title game, losing to Boston
University in overtime.
The next season Miami entered the year as
an early favorite to win the NCAA title, winning the CCHA by 20 points over second place
Michigan State and clinching the title with a
3-2 win over Bowling Green.
After a loss in the CCHA playoffs to
Michigan, Miami still reached the Frozen
Four for a second straight year, avenging their
CCHA semifinal loss to the Wolverines with a
3-2, double-overtime victory.
Despite failing to make the Championship
after the semifinal loss to Boston College,
Miami's 2010 season closed out the most successful decade in its hockey history.
A program that had only made two NCAA
tournaments before the turn of the century had now made back-to-back trips to the
Frozen Four.
The new coach

Christopher keeps a file in his office full of
possible coaches, just in case he ever has to
hire a new one.
After Scott Paluch resigned following
the 2008-09 season to take a spot with USA
Hockey. Christopher opened up the file and
launched a nationwide search for the next
coach of the Falcons.
"Any time you have a head coaching search.
I've got a list of potential candidates ready."
Christopher said. "It'sa combination of people
who apply and other names and recommendations that come from the kitchen cabinet."
One name kept popping up from both his
list and others within the hockey community
whom Christopher had consulted.
Back in Oxford, Bergeron was trying to
juggle coaching the No. 1-ranked team in
the country while still pursuing the BG
coaching vacancy.
Once Bergeron felt he was in the running
to coach the Falcons, he had to make sure
there was a dedication to a program that
was rumored to be going extinct just two
years earlier.
Bergeron got the assurance the program

penalty kill (74.1 percent).
404-275 in the first period
"Special teams are going last season.
to play a major role in
It will a tough test for the
every weekend coming up," Falcons, as the Wolverines
Bergeron said.
return much of the talent
The Falcons will also that helped them make a
look to avoid the slow run in the CCHA playoffs
starts that plagued them last year.
last year, as they were outThey have two solid goalscored 42-18 and outshot tenders in Bryan Hogan and

was here to stay and the dedication from BG
president Carol Cartwright. which gave him
confidence to take the job.
"She said we waul to have hockey here, ,.and not only do we want to have hockey but
we want it to be great again," Bergeron said.
"We want to have a program where we have
a history, a present and we're going to have
a future."
With his mind made up and the contract
signed, Bergeron's next big step was telling
his 6 and 9-year old sons they'd be moving to
Bowling Cireen.
At first, there were tears since they were
leaving the only home they had ever known,
hut once they came around, Logan and
Connor Bergeron were two of the newest BG
hockey fans.
"I can honestly tell you, we went back to
Oxford and the press conference was April
12... From April 12 to the end of their school
year back in Oxford, they were wearing the
burnt orange and brown everyday to school,"
Bergeron said.
The future

While he's already converted his sons into
Falcon fans, the first year head coach's next task
is to turn BG back into a traditional power.
The good news for Bergeron is that he's
done this before.
"There are a lot similarities: a struggling
program, perhaps you could even say doormat, the facilities needed to be updated... It's
definitely similar to Chris' first couple years at
Miami," Dwozdecky said.
Bergeron's plan to rescue the program
stems from the plan he was introduced to and
preached as an assistant at Miami.
"It's recruiting great people and putting
them in a position where they're going to
expect a lot from themselves, and then we're
going to hold them accountable to get to those
levels." Bergeron said.
While the plan heavily relies on the product
on the ice. Bergeron is also hard at work developing a sense of community around Bowling
Green hockey like lie first witnessed as a freshman more than 21 years ago.
"I go back to my freshman year at Miami.
We traveled to Bowling Green, and it's the
Friday night game; and we're out skating and
every person in the stands has a paper yelling, 'Who's he, nobody!' during the pregame
warm-ups. And I'm thinking, man-oh-man
this place is pretty cool," Bergeron said.

Shawn Hunwick — who
replaced an injured Hogan
in the playoffs last year.
They also sport four AllCCHApreseason selections
in forwards Carl Hagelin,
Louie Caporusso and Matt
Rust, as well as defenseman
Chad Langlais.
They were also picked to

win the CCHA in the preseason CCHA coaches poll,
and to finish second in the
CCHA media poll, while
BG was picked to finish
last in the conference in
each poll.
Both games this weekend will start at 7:05 p.m.
at the BGSU Ice Arena.
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Facebook fan pages offer a
perfect fit for aspiring foodies
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FOOD COLUMNIST

Favorite Facebook

Food Pages
I have a hate/love relationship
with Facebook.
■ The Southern Foodways
I sit down at my desk, power up
Alliance
my computer and go straight to
■ "Bon Appetit"
Facebook every morning. This
■ "Food and Wine"
morning I typed "food'' into
■ The Raw Vegan Recipe
Facebook's search window, which
Exchange
led me to a Facebook friend's page
where I happened to find out she
teaches food writing and has an
amazing chees-' blog that I happened to spend a half hour reading before going back to Facebook
and checking the IM only to find
it was another friend asking me
Favorite Facebook
for a recipe, and we began chatting about other food related topics
Celebrity Chefs
until another friend IM'ed with a
■ Michael Symon
link to an interesting article about
■ Jamie Oliver
bacon that reminded me I needed
to get offline and eat breakfast.
1 hate that Facebook makes me
write really long sentences and
sucks up so much of my time —
precious time 1 need for food writing in between grading about 100
student essays and conferencing
Favorite Facebook
with roughly 125 students.
That said, I make time for
Restaurants/stores
Facebook not only because it
keeps me connected with all of
■ Revolver Restaurant
my food-loving friends, but also
■ Lucky's Cafe
■ Falcon Food Mart
because it leads me to even more
■ Luginbill Family Farm
food resources.
Take for instance the Facebook
game Farmville. I loathe Farmville
mostly because people should vol- their food documentaries, though;
unteer on real farms rather than ranging in focus from the rise of
playing on one through a com- southern cheese to the farming
puter. But 1 have high hopes that practices of a non-traditional cattle
those who love Farmville see a sign rancher, these are must-see films
for the Wednesday night Farmers easily accessed through Facebook.
While Facebook pages from food
Market, and they go to it because
they have a chance to meet real life magazines such as "Bon Appetit"
farmers. Okay, that's a stretch, but and "Food & Wine" post recipes
seriously, Facebook does have a lot from their current issues, the Raw
Vegan Recipe Exchange offers
of great foodie resources.
One of my favorite Facebook fan more than recipes. According to
pages is The Southern Foodways their Facebook page, their "goal is
Alliance, which is updated daily to educate and create a commuwith announcements about events, nity based on the principals of the
blog posts and sneak peek recipes raw li mi I lifestyle through sharing a
from their new cookbook "The
See FOODIE I Page 9
Southern Foodways Community
Cookbook." The gems of SFA are

ALBUM
REVIEWS

Collect ingfriends isan everyday task for avid Facebook
user Jesse McMillan.
When a private movie screening was at stake, however, McMillan's friend collecting became a more
serious business.
McMillan, a junior, recently won "The Social
Network" Promotion contest, a national sweepstakes that landed him a free private showing of the
Facebook origin film at the Woodland Mall Cinema

See FACEBOOK | Page 9

Goo Goo Dolls perform old hits,
promote new album in Toledo

"WAKE UP!"
■ Artist Name | John Legend
■ Grade |B

WHAT2ACHGASETHINKS Thetewasa
tme when R&B stood for rhythm and blues A
majority of today's R&B music has been plagued
with auto-tuned vocals, soul-less 808s and
repetitious hooks
John Legend, backed by The Roots, bnngs back
the sounds ol yesteryear with their latest eHort.
"Wake Up1'
The afcum consists of covers from classic R&B
and soul musicians from the '60s and 70s
- some from CUSSK artists and some from
obscure ones
The album kicks off with "Haid Lmes." which
includes a funky bass line and one of two superb

See WAKE UP | Page 9

TONIGHT IN TOLEDO

WWWALLABOUTGOODMUSICWORDPRESSCOM

The diverse crowd ranged from 'get the kids off (Justin] Bieber."
The Goo Goo Dolls seemed right middle-aged to teenaged with the
The band's humor was a nice
at home when they took to the common trait of going goo goo for touch to their setlist the entire
stage in "one of the only parts of the Dolls.
night. Between songs Rzeznik even
the country that understands rock
The band celebrated with "Home." grabbed a fan-made sign from the
music," according to lead vocalist their 14th single to hit the Billboard audience and read it aloud, which
lohn Rzeznik.
chart's Top 10 list, and featured said the fan was from West Virginia,
The popular band, active for songs from their newest album, had all of her teeth and wasn't marthree decades now, showcased "Something For The Rest Of Us." ried to a cousin, just in case Rzeznik
their big catalog of hits Wednesday Bassist Robby Takac encouraged the needed a date.
night at the Stranahan Theatre in crowd to buy 10 or 12 copies of the
But the lack of a date seemed like a
Toledo with a crowd of more than album because they made perfect
DOLIS
1,200 fans.
Christmas gifts and could maybe

THIS WEEKEND IN TOLEDO

Three bands hit Frankies

Toledo Opera kicks off

Three bands with mildly morbid names will
be at Frankies Inner City in Toledo tonight
Murder By Death will be joined with Girl
In A Coma and Ninja Gun. taking the sage
tonight at 9 p.m. on 308 Main St.

The Toledo Opera will be kicking oft its 52nd
season by performing "Ariadne auf Naxos" on
Sunday at 2 p.m. The show will be at the Valentine
Theatre on Superior St. in Toledo and tickets costs
$50.

THIS WEEKEND IN TOLEDO

Horse racing at the park
There will be live harness horse racing
at Raceway Park just south of Alexis Rd.
An/one is invited to join. Admission is $2
for adults, and for people above the age of
60 and under 12 are free.

.VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS. SPORTS, UPDATES, MULT!
fe

THEY SAID IT

"Life is like one big Mardi Gras,
But instead of showing your
boobs, show your brain."
• Ellen DeGeneres
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The Social Network' perfect for this Facebook generation

WAKE UP
From Page 8

By Matt Li....
Pulse Editor

Sure, we don't all ha»e
the same hunk of cash flow,
but there are other ways we
stay close with today's elite.
This is what can fill your
brain when watching "The
Social Network." The story
of Mark Zuckerberg founding (or arguably co-founding) Facebook is a movie for
today's young people.
Viewers at the right age
could even find themselves
feeling like they are watching
the story of a friend they've
come to know for the past six
years unfold.
The film follows the father
of Facebook and shares the
story of how the site, usually
used dairy, came to be. Every
relationship status changed,
every friend request sent
and every wall post made
was once just an idea in the
mind of a Harvard University
student. How the idea ended
up in his brain is the central
debate the movie revolves
around.
And thus, the movie's
very essential and relatable
characters come into play.
The tagline says, "You don't
get to 500 million friends
without making a few
enemies." This raises the
questions: Who would you
be friends with and would
you leave them when it
comes to the possibility of
success? Mark Zuckerberg,

FACEBOOK
From Page 8

with 50 exclusive friends.
The screening occurred Sept.
30, a day before its official
release to theaters.
"When they called me 1 was
so surprised," McMillan said.
"I never win anything. 1 just
thought "Why not?' when I
entered ft online, so when
they told me 1 won I thought
'You got to be kidding me —
there's no way this is true.""
Accordingto guidelines on
"The Social Network" website,
contest participants had to
be United States residents, 18
years old and DOM at teast
500 Facebook friends.
The sweepstakes took
place from Sept. 7 through
17, and one winner from
each state was selected in
a random drawing by West
Coast Marketing, an "independent judging entity"
based in California.
After being notified by a
West Coast Marketing representative, McMillan said he
assembled an audience the
fastest, most efficient way
he knew how — a private
Facebook event.
"It's the best way to go," he
said. "It's so easy to get an

FOODIE
From Page 8

variety of tasty recipes, tips,
interactive discussions and
more." With lively discussions and really tasty recipes, the Raw Vegan Recipe
■"Exchange Is yet another
' fantastic food resource on
•" Facebook.
•■" And it doesn't stop
' there. What about all the
' countless celebrity chefs
like Michael Symon and
lamie Oliver that a foodie
can "like" and follow on
Facebook? Or all the fantastic restaurants like Revolver
J Restaurant, Lucky's Cafe"
' or The Publican, you can
"fan"? What about all the
local specialty stores and
farms, such as Falcon Food
Mart and Luginbifl Family
Farm, to support?
But what I adore the most
about Facebook aie the
food statuses. It is my secret
■— now quite public wish —
in life to know what people
eat for dinner. Because of
Facebook my dream conies
k '

Mark
Zuckerberg
Facebook founder

WWW ASH IS NYD»llVr«WS COM
METWORK: Jesse Eisenbetg well plays Facebook founder Mart Zuckerberg in
the new film about the site's road to becoming a popular phenomenon

played by Jesse Kisenberg,
was faced with this issue
time and time again.
First,
there's
the
Winklevoss twins, played
by Armie Hammer and Josh
Pence (who aren't actually
twins and do an amazing
job playing them), who
approach Zuckerberg with
an idea of a social website
that could only be accessed
by I larvard students.
Inspired by their idea,
Zuckerberg enlists the help
of his only friend F.duardo
Saverin. played by Andrew
Garfield, to develop the site
without help from the twins.
Zuckerberg was thrown into
the site's creation after a
bad breakup with his girlfriend Erica Albright, played
by Roomy Mara, causes
him a mini-mental breakdown. Much to the surprise
of the twins, the site goes
viral at Harvard University,

and both Zuckerberg and
Saverin create a moneymaking success.
Then
there's
Sean
Parker, played by Justin
Timberlake, who comes
between Zuckerberg and
Saverin. The hard partying, womanizing founder
of Napster gets his hands
on Facebook, and the site
becomes a global triumph.
The film shines a harsh
light on the lawsuits that
Facebook has had its name
affiliated with over the
years. Both the Winklevoss
twins and Saverin end up
suing Zuckerberg.
Other smaller story lines
in the movie feature Saverin
growing jealous of Parker
and Albright staying bitter throughout her ex-boyfriend's success.
The film pulls heartstrings and successfully creates and tears apart friend-

"At first Jesse and I weren't sure if
you needed a Facebook to even go to
the premiere... I created one with the
intention of deleting it after."
Dillon Stiqer | Freshman

answer with the RSVP right
there. I use the event feature
all the time because it gives
you a good idea of how many
people are going to be there."
Prior to attending the
private screening, however, one of Jesse's guests
had yet to experience the
Facebook sensation.
"At first Jesse and I weren't
sure if you neededa Facebook
to even go to the premiere."
said Dillon Stiger, a freshman who met Jesse this year
in math class. "1 created one
with the intention of deleting
it after, but then I decided it
was pretty cool and I wanted
to keep it."
Facebook has helped
Stiger keep in contact with
friends from home and the
University, he said, and after
seeing "The Social Network,"
he is "keeping his for sure."
T got to see how much work
was put in from so many people for | Facebook] to become

"But what I adore
the most about

popular,"' he said. "I would
definitely recommend seeing
it. At least half of everyone in
BG is addicted to Facebook
anyway, so they'll think it's
cool. 1 just made mine and I
thought it was cool."
lunior Ryan Hall, who
knew McMillan since high
school at EHOVE Career
Center, said he enjoyed
attending the private premiere, but considered 'The
Social Network" an average film.
"It was OK," he said. "It
wasn't the best movie
I've ever seen, but it did
make Facebook slightly
more interesting."
Nonetheless, Hall, a computer science major, said his
background knowledge of
computers did make "The
Social Network" a little
more relatable and enjoyable for him.
"I didn't realize there was
such an intense back story,"

ships as it tells the story of
the site's origin in a number
of flashbacks.
Where some of today's
college students can find
themselves feeling less
than adequate to be relatable to the success that is
Zuckerberg, the film shows
the trials every college student goes through. The
movie shows his struggle
with fitting in, an awkward sexual encounter and
suddenly being thrown in
the middle of a lifestyle
filled with debauchery.
Everything blows up when
lawyers and police officers
become involved.
The movie ends (rather
quickly) with one point
made. Mark Zuckerberg
still remains the world's
youngest billionaire today.
Facebook is still a sensation
all over the world. Whether
or not he came up with the
idea himself, him creating
the site has led a huge phenomenon this generation
may not be able to see again.
This movie catches that
nicely, and with fun filming
techniques' and good acting,
it gives room to be one of the
best movies of the year.

he said. "From a technical aspect, it was amazing,
but if you don't know a lot
about computers it may be
a little confusing."
The sweepstakes winner
said he was very pleased
with the film and the experience of seeing it btfurc
everyone else.
•&
"It definitely shed light
on Facebook and was very
entertaining," McMillan
said. "1 really liked it. It's
funny, but yet it shows you
what it was sought out to
do: Show how Facebook
was created. It's a drama,
it's a comedy — it's everything, really."
McMillan also said he
enjoyed the movie's "perfect " port rayal of Facebook s
creators, Mark Zuckerberg
and Eduardo Saverin.
" IZuckerberg] knew he was
hot s"* and everyone else
did too, but he didn't try to
impress anyone," McMillan
said. "Itwassofunnybecause
he was such an a"*hole in the
movie. And [Saverin] was an
economics major like me. so
I can definitely relate."
For more information
about "The Social Network"
and the sweepstakes, visit
http.7/www.thesocialnetwork-movie.com.

THIS WEEK
IN ENTERTAINMENT:

Facebook are the

verses on (he album prcrxJed by Roots
emcee. Black Thought

byears.
"Left HaneW also has a very strong impact
and is relatable today as it was dunng the
end of the Vietnam War when Bill Withers
onginally recorded ft.

Legend's soulful vocals sound 14* they come

The missteps are lew and far between fo*
Legend and the legendary Roots crew

from another rtme. and they are backed by

Their rendition of Marvin Gayes "Wholy

The Rccts'eiceleminCrurnentdtion and

Holy" has ptano replacing the beautiful

uncanny abihy 16 not only r«|by rhe» old

slnngs and horns on the ongmal And

classic songs but reinvent them

the piano on "Wake Up Everybody" isn't

This album grves The Ruofe. partKutarfy
gutartst Captan Kir|t and bassist Owen

nearly as powerful as Harold Mefvin & The

Biddle. a chance to shine as musicians A

There are many special mements on this
record, including "Hang On In There." "Little

pnme example would be the fantastic gutt*

Bkienotes' version.

sob by K4 en the «K ICan't #*e left

Ghetto Boy" and "Our Generation *

Handed"

The album closes with the only original song

The album rs also »very focuwrj effort for

on the record written by legend. 'Shine" It

being a collection of covers, it is very evident
that the songs to I* cowered were carefully

classics on the album

chosen There ft a stroiigiKCiirring theme
of political (Bas and local comciousors

John I egend very well could have been m
another era of musicians and fit nght in with

throughout the record

the likes of Marvti Gaye or Luther VanoVoss

Lead single. "Wake Up Everybody" B as

and been heralded as one of R&B and soul

relevant now as it was »4ien it was ortrjnaBy

mustcs greats But today hrs soulful sound

r> soulful enough to fit in with the rest of the

recorded, and it also Includes a guest verse

stands out n a crowd of Trey Songz and

from Common, wlict defcven. hs best verse

Jason Derulo
Gladly he was bom in 'Our Generation"

DOLLS
From Page 8

WWWN0BWICH1HU1BEC0UK
SHOW: The Goo 600 Dolls hosted a singa-long with the crowd during their show at
the Stranahan Theatre, with over 1.200 people singing along to "Ins"

far problem from Rzeznik
since the crowd was full of
women singing along to every
lyric. When walking across
the stage at one point, after
accidentally hiltinga woman
in the front row with the neck
of his guitar, he said, "please
don't sue me." The crowd
laughed at the comment.
But it was when the band
played their first hugely succi'stM^it^Nane.' that the
nowifwas »—IWII
The band also performed
fun hits like "Stay With You,"
"Better Days" and "Black
Balloon" (fully equipped
with a black balloon floating across the arena).
Throughout the set, red. blue
and green spotlights shined
across a backdrop that
resembled a rock wall.
lust when Rzeznik began
to look fatigued, both from
leading the show in song
and playing guitar, he led
the crowd into their biggest
hit to date. Red lights shined
on the stage before the Dolls
opened with the acoustic
notes to "Iris," which was
enough to send the fans into
a frenzy.
It was evident from the
performance of the 12-yearold song that Rzeznik s voice
hasn't aged one bit, and the
audience loved it just the
same. The performance
featured an extended guitar
solo followed by a singalong

"The band's long
life on the stage
was evident. They
were comfortable
and displayed a
love for their fans."
with the fans to one of the
most popular choruses of
the '90s: "I don't want the
world to see me 'cause I don't
think that they'd understand.
When everything's made to
be broken, I just want you to
know who I am."
After the song, the band
walked off the stage, but like
any show, they returned
minutes later after the crowd
chanted for more.
Their encore was "Not
Broken," a song from (heir
new album that Rzeznik
said was about an injured
soldier scared to return
home to his wife.
The band's long life on the
stage was evident. They were
comfortable and displayed
a love for their fans. Plenty
of times. Rzeznik thanked
those adoring him for sticking with the band since 1986
when the band formed, even
making it the final thing he
said before walking off the
stage one last time.

NO 1 DIVA DANCES IN
STREET
During a visit to Jay-Z's mother
in New Jersey, recording artist
Beyonce crashed a downtown
block party happening in the
same neighborhood A video
of the party hit You Tube, which shows Beyonce in a line dance with
other women who were surprised to see the superstar.

food statuses... It is
my secret in life to
know what people
eat for dinner."
true almost every night.
It's comforting to know
that my good friend from
West Virginia Katie Sallitt
Fallon's "basil is still looking good — pesto tonight.
Mmm...pesto..."
Or that my fellow food
lover, BGSU graduate student Nikkita Cohoon, had
a "Night o' noodles, spring
rolls, mustard sauce, tapioca & coconut pudding."
When there are no dinner statuses to be found
in my news feed, there's
always the Facebook page
"What The •#$% Should I
Make For Dinner" to provide instant entertainment.

RICKS LIST ABRUPTLY
ENDED

GLEE NOW BIGGER THAN THE BEATLES The hit television show "Glee" has set a chart-topping record, surpassing
The Beatles as the casts versions of songs take the title for the
most appearances by a non-solo act on the Billboard 100 list.
After this week's episode. Glee now has had 75 tunes on the
list, beating out The Beatles' 71. The only people above the
cast now is Eh/is Presley with 108 and James Brown with 91.
The cast has earned their success from covering famous songs
by The Beatles, including "Hello Goodbye" and "I Want To
Hold Your Hand." among others.
FIRST LADY TOPS FORBES' MOST POWERFUL FEMALES
Forbes magazine has released their list of the most powerful
women in the world, with the first lady Michelle Obama topping
the list. The list also names Oprah Winfrey. Lady Gaga. Beyonce
Knowles and Ellen DeGeneres in the top 10. Other notable mentions include House Speaker Nancy Pelosi at No 11. Sarah Palm at
No. 16. Katie Couric at No 22 and Madonna at No. 29.

After calling comedian Jon
Stewart a "bigot" for suggesting
that Jews shouldn't be considered
minorities in the media. CNN
. * "•
correspondent Rick Sanchez
was abruptly fired from the .network. Sanchez broke his silence on
Wednesday, apologizing for his "inartful comments." He also added
that he spoke with Stewart and apologized for his actions.

DORA EXPLORES A
LAWSUIT
Cattlin Sanchez, the 14-year-old
who gave voice to Nickelodeans
cartoon character "Dora The
Explorer." is claiming the network
has shorted her out of millions of
dollars by underpaying her. Sanchez claims Nickelodeon owes her for
reruns, her work on DVDs and other products, and hundreds of hours
of promotion work. The lawsuit was filed by Sanchez and her family
who feel like mey took advantage of her.
»
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The Daily Crossword Fix
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SERVE: Ashley Herzbetg prepares to serve for BG in a game last season

BG volleyball to host
two MAC opponents

1 Bit of cat chat
5 Phobia
10 Cell signal strength indicators
14 __ mater
15 Unconventional
16 Atty.-to-be's challenge
17 Indian pnncess
18 Flightless birds
19 Where some descents start
20 Elite socialite
22 Place for a finance major
24 Dick and Harry's leader'
25 name: computer ID
26 ■ size (its all'
27 Delivery method
31 Russian coins
33 Grinders
34 1960s Canadian prime
minister Pearson
36 Pound of poetry
37 Planned attack times
38 Middle _
42 Ironic lales' tails
44 Sharapova of tennis

1 Kate of "We Are Marshall"
2 Airline to Ben-Gunon
3 Prefix with Dus
4 Oxford vests
5Moota
6 German coal valley
7 Riviera season
8 Emirate natives, mostly
9 Menu heading
10 Not at all scintillating
'LtVatte^ft 11 Comparable to a cucumber
12 Punk rock tcon Joey
45 Happen to
t3 Inscribed slabs
46 Shakers founder
21 Young 'uns
47 Pan-fnes
23 Rock's Motley
49 Prayer beads
25 Yet to be had
52 Trojan War king
27 Revolutionary
55 Brand
Guevara
28 "Oh yeah?
who?" 56 Computer nerd
57 "Happy birthday"
29 Misjudge
writer, perhaps
30 Auto pioneer
32 Bit of a fairy tale trail 58 Org that reaches for
the stars?
35 Process: Abbr.
59 "I'm __ it's over"
37 Begs to differ
62
Brandy
letters
39 Jackie's "O"
40 Sloth, for one
41 Price indicator
43 Hall of Fame NFL
coach Ewbank
44 Dillon of "There's
Something About
Mary"

ill

I

■"

45
48
50
51
53
54
56
60
61
63
64
65
66
67
68
69

Low parts
Online investing
Bambi s aunt
"Baseball Tonight" channel
Like some stocks, for short
Cameta lens ratio
Bare wear
Wasatch Mountains ski resort
Body-care brand named from
the Latin for "snow-white"
Sen. with Riverside and
Irvine campuses
Soup vegetable
Stunning weapon
Tableland
_ majesty
Like some bars
Pitt in films
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FOOTBALL

Help Wanted

From Page 6
have been asked to do a lot weekend. They are hitting
Reporter
this season, and have proven .256 against conference
opponents this season.
in be up to the task.
After dropping two close
"Our freshmen are very
On Saturday, Kent State
matches last weekend at talented," Van De Walle comes to Anderson Arena for
home, the l-'alcon volley- said. "They are improving a 3 p.m. match. The Golden
ball team fell to 1-3 in Mid- every day. We are really Flashes are 8-11 on the year
proud of them and what (1-3 MAC) and are holding
American Conference play.
opponents to just .181 hitting
This weekend. BG will have they're doing."
an opportunity to pick up two
Freshman Paige Penrod this season.
Although BG has been
crucial wins againstMAC East is leading the team with 209
opponents and move closer kills, and freshman Danielle playing well as of late, Van
to the top of the standings.
Tonyan is close behind with De Walle would like to see her
Last weekend against 161 kills.
team make improvements
Western Michigan (15-4. 3-1
Tonyan has been on a tear late in matches.
MAC), the Falcons played as of late, and was named
"Our biggest challenge
one of their best matches MAC East Offensive Player of has been finishing each
of the season, and appear the Week last week.
set," she said. "That's what
to be poised for a big run in
She recorded 40 total kills we need to do each time we
conference play.
in just two matches last week, take the floor."
"We're playing really great including a career-best 23-kill
When BG manages to
volleyball," coach fJenise Van performance at home against close out sets and force
De Walle said. "We just fell Western Michigan.
a fifth set, the team is 2short Hast weekend]."
Freshmen Ashley Dunn 1 this season. It will be
All but one of BG's final 13 and Laura Avila have also important for the Falcons
matches are against MAC been impressive for the to play hard until the final
opponents, although only Falcons this year. Dunn leads point this weekend.
five of those contests will be the team with 258 digs, while
The team has played
played at home.
Avila is the team leader in aggressively at times, and Van
The biggest surprise for assists with 342.
De Walle would like to see her
the Falcons this season is
Tonight,
the young squad continue the intensity.
the production of their Falcon squadwillhost Ohio
"Against Ohio and Kent we
freshman class.
University at 7 in Anderson will need that same tenacWith a total of just five Arena. The Bobcats (11-6, ity and fire,'' she said. "IThey]
juniors and seniors on the 3-1 MAC) are coming off are very good teams. We will
squad, the underclassmen a big win over Buffalo last need to go beat them."

Campul Quarters Sports Bar
now hiring bartenders, mutt M 21
Apply In pareon at U14 Wooeter

By Justin Onflow

SOCCER
From Page 6
can do it," she said. "We need
to believe that we can hang
in there and win."
Almond said the Falcons
are looking forward to
the challenge of playing
Toledo tonight.
"It gives us more of an
incentive to win ... because
of the rivalry," she said.
Richards said the team
has had some "harsh
results" against Toledo and
that his team will need
some determination.
But Richards said in MAC

games anything can happen
and any team can win.
"The line between winning and losing is very fine,"
he said. "There is no one to
be feared in this conference,
but they should be respected.
When we fear them we lose
the game."
Richards said the Falcons
have learned some lessons
through the past few games
and practices on how to
believe in themselves.
"This time of year it's not
about coming up with new
ideas and new ways of playing ... it's about getting them
focused," he said. "Because

then he will be the starter,
but Clawson doesn't expect
to make that decision until
Saturday.
"It's going to be a game
time decision, it's all going
to be on how IMatt] feels,"
Clawson said. "I'm optimistic, but 1 was optimistic last week as well. We
just have to wait and see
and hope he can go, but
certainly have to plan that
he cant."
For BG's defense, it
will have the task of
defending either Phil
Bates or Boo Jackson,
two quarterbacks who
pose a threat of both
passing and running
the football.
"(Phil and Boo] are very
dynamic," Clawson said.
"lOhio] is a very difficult
offense to defend."
The Bobcats average 136
rushing yards a game and
have four wide recievers
that have at least 10 catches
this season.
Saturday's game will be
held at Peden Stadium in
Athens, Ohio and will begin
at 2 p.m.

"The line between
they're good enough to win."
Co-captain
Katie
winning and losing
Stephenson said the team
has also been sharing motiis very fine."
vational words and working
together to believe in themAndy Richards | Coach
selves along with activities
believe we can do it."
at practice.
She said while the team
The Falcons will travel to
is always focused solely on Toledo today at 4 p.m. and
the next game, the ultimate then to Ball State on Sunday
goal is making it to the at 1 p.m.
conference tournament.
"Like always the goal is a
"We want to win games two-win weekend," Richards
now," she said. "We don't said. "Hey. we're still doing
want to wait and have the good things, but we have to
whole season hanging on fight to beat them. We need
our final games. We want to a belief in ourselves that we
put it away early. We need to

BG

Perryaburg family seeks mature
babysitter to care tor 7 & 1 lyt old
on occasional basis some overnights req SlOfir Send resume
ptnjobaOhotmall.com

NEWS
I ( ! I

Classified Ads

419-372-6977
The BG New* will not knowingly
accept .'(Iwiriwnii-tiTs (hat riistruni
iijtr or encuuragr disclimtnalion
against any Individual oi group on
the ba»t» of race, tax color, creed.
religion, national origin, scnml orlon
lation diiability. tiaiui as a veteran,
or on ilit basis o( any other legally
protected status.
The HI. NSMI reserves ihe rlghl to
decline dlsconunue oi revise any
advertisement such as ihoio found
ID be defamatory, lacking in tactual
bulk misleading or false In naiuic All
advertisements ore subject to editing
and approval.

Perryaburg Inaurance Agency
seeks FT Seles Rap. Salary,
banatlta & commlssion.wiil train
but proven aalea record a muat
Send resume to:
piniobsdVholmall.com
Sport Technician - Provide and
coordinate appropriate training
and competition opportunities In
Special Olympics & unified sports
Experience preferred In the tiekj
of DO and coaching of athletics
scheduling of events Salary
$9 00-S1 a.tjomr baaed upon
experience, 30 houra bi-weekly.
Application deadline It
10/15/3010 at 13:00 Noon
Application packets available
B:0Oem-4 30pm. WCB0D, Int. B,
1921 B. Gypsy Lena Rd B0, OH.

toe
Topieee exotic danoera wanted,
mutt be II, Can after Bpm.
no exp. Call 419-332-2279
Services Offered

ACUPUNCTUAttoALL
conditions including
•trail, imoking, PMf,,,
Or, Lori Wolph. Board Cartilnd
Call 4IB3B3 6384

Will staff needed
Contact Key II: 419-174-7079
2SS30 Dixie Hwy, Pefrytburg.

For Rent
1 or 4BR avail. 300 E Merry It,

roomiiewiiUMMiOi
•M CertyAemale com
Au next to campus,
4II-M3-0UB, •■•

Help Wanted

IBARTINOINQI up Id MOOAMy
No axp neoeiiety, training provided, nil B00-MB-UI0 «I74,

limiiooo-isaioo/mo,
10 drive our can with adi
initial tee requited,
www, AdCarOrlver earn
Qlrla Lacroiae Coach naededl
B0 Lacroaaa Club looking for H8
coach Qr*at opportunity to be
part of start up team Prev play or
coaching, exp desired but not
neceiaary. Contact Mark it:
butfeloiharkSPaolcom
Local Perryaburg Business
Preferred Insurance seeks PT
malntenanoamandyman help.
10 hre/wK. flex houra, ta/hr,
Send resume to
plnlobeOhotmall.com

Large IIP,, near campus,
i&tw/mo. uiiiiiiai included.
C1II41B-3M-IMI.
NIC* quiet room I oik ft campus.
female prel Share bam I hitch
IITa/motUIIIMIMSI-glN,
Updated UN a. great location*
Laundry on-aitl. ISIS/mo
Call 419-384-9031

Garage/ Rummage/
Estate Sales
RUMMAGE SALE
Trinity United Methodlat Church
Comer of Summit ind Court
Thure. Oct Bth 9-5
Frl, Oct loth 9-5 ■ price day
Sal, Oct 11th B-12-S2 bag day
Bargain! on clothing, book!,
houeewaraa. and furniture.

visit us out online (*>
WWW.

BGViews.com
RIDE ON THE

Follow Falcon Athletics over Fall Break!
Frlday-BG Hockey vs. #4 Michigan
On 88.1 FMWBGU
(6:30 Pregame, 7PM Faceoff)
Saturday- BG Football at Ohio
WFAL Falcon Radio
(1 PM Pregame. 2 PM Kickoff)
BG Hockey vs. #4 Michigan
On 88-1 FMWBGU
(6:30 PM Praflame, 7 PM Faceoff)
All games can be heard live
on our website www.bgrso.org

tll»pjttla>
BEWARE OF WHAT LURKS IN THE

MlkVHMIlMNLl!
FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS
8PM- 11PM
$7

=3H
"Public transportation for everyone'

Need a ride?
Call B.G Transit!
1-800-579-4299
Ohio Relay Network: 1-800-750 0750
Ont hour athuncttl mtreaticm rt quirtd

Take I-75 South to Exit 161, Urn left at overpass,
look for us on your left side before Reineke Ford.
419-721-1175
www.nworrp.org/haunted

NOTHING ELSE LIKE IT!

For Tares and other inTormation call (419) 354-6203
mnv.bgohio. org grants transportation

T

